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Superscape is awarded every two years to innovative and visionary architectural 

concepts. Since the last issue of Superscape the prize is offered as a joint project 

by the private developer, JP Immobilien, and the non-profit developer, WBV-GPA 

Wohnbauvereinigung für Privatangestellte.

The prize focuses on the interaction of private living space with urban contexts, 

viewed from an interdisciplinary perspective. Superscape 2022 is searching for 

innovative approaches for the topic GREEN SHIFT. Visions for sustainable living. In 

total, 122 concept sketches were submitted by participants from 34 nations.

Climate protection is the starting point for a broad rethink that is involving every 

area of life and, in particular, every sector of the economy. The built environment 

and, above all, the building industry, can create new momentum here. Natural cy-

cles must be incorporated into architecture in line with the slogan “Reduce, Reuse, 

Recycle” and the lifecycles of buildings must be considered from the ecological, 

economic and social perspectives.

In the context of social and technical networking, ecological sustainability, smart 

cities and smart homes, the goal was to explore innovative potentials and 

problem solutions that architecture can offer, and to dare to imagine visionary fu-

ture scenarios and design experiments in response to spatial and social challenges 

in the urban space in 2050. 

The jury consisting of Renate Hammer, Maria Vassilakou and Christoph 

Thun-Hohenstein has nominated six concepts for the shortlist. During a second 

jury meeting, end of August, the winner of Superscape 2022 was chosen. The 

winning project is The Grafted City designed by Alberto Roncelli. The architectural 

award carries a cash value of 10,000 Euro and was officially handed over during 

the Superscape award ceremony on 17 October 2022. The shortlist nominees 

received an allowance of 2,000 Euro to help defray their costs.
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The Grafted City 

by Alberto Roncelli 

The project presents a critical reading of the anonymous spaces – the remains or 

leftovers – of today’s city and investigates a model of urban densification that is 

conceived to support the sustainable lifestyle of tomorrow.

The Grafted City doesn’t describe a new city but, rather, examines the potential of 

an existing one.

Above all, the landscape of the Grafted City emerges from the recovery of inad-

equately used spaces and the encouragement of the creation of a network of 

architectural experiments based on lightweight construction methods as a means 

of triggering, testing and iterating new models for sustainability. The city of the 

future, and its businesses, cannot afford to leave any spaces unused.

The project is in two parts:

1. Mapping – A case study was set up in order to illustrate the potential of the 

Grafted City and to indicate these leftover spaces. The analysed area is Nordvest, 

a district in the North of Copenhagen. It was possible to identify over 200 unused 

spaces, nine of which could be defined as potentially useful for the Grafted City 

project.

2. Exploring – In addition to the selection of these leftovers, 16 projects were in-

vestigated. The use of these spaces in line with the principles of sustainable urban 

development over the course of the coming decades can be broken down into four 

aspects: space for non-human beings, for food production, for cultural activities 

and local communities and for the sustainable use and reuse of materials.
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The jury unanimously selected the project The Grafted City: Reclaim the Leftovers 

by Alberto Roncelli from Italy. One of the many things that convinced us was the 

relevance of the subject, especially in Vienna, where there are many unused or 

little-used such spaces, including in municipal and older cooperative housing 

estates.

Roncelli’s approach could be a good way of raising awareness for the necessity 

of change, in the shape of both smaller and larger interventions. In Vienna, the 

project would be both immediately applicable and extremely necessary.

It can be understood as both a good thing in itself and a useful counter position to 

current developments, especially in view of the speed with which we are build-

ing today, regardless of the availability of vacant properties. It underlines how we 

must also work with the existing building stock.

The Grafted City pays particular attention to certain key evaluation criteria: eco-

logical sustainability, socio-cultural and social relevance, architectural and urban 

components and innovative content.

The project also offers consumption-free space.

The only minor risk that could be identified is the potential overexploitation of 

unused spaces. In a couple of years, new technologies may demonstrate that we 

could have reused certain spaces even better. For this reason, one should consider 

only planning temporary uses for certain spaces and leaving others out com-

pletely.
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Carbon Capture Towers

Alessandro Bianchi (IT) mit A. Rebeca, C. Rodriguez, I. Agrawal, K. Mathews, P. 

Soundy, P. Rawat, D. Fuentes, V. Cornejo, M. B. Aguirre.

Would you like to take the climate walk with me?

Klara Jörg, Julian Raffetseder (AT / CH)

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle -Realtime Participatory Living

Alexander Grasser, Alexandra Parger (AT)

Stadtlandschaft

Nikola Pohl, Marie Waller (AT)

The Grafted City

Alberto Roncelli (IT)

The Upcycling Hub: New Spatialities for the Circular Cities

Alberto Roncelli, Nicole Vettore (IT / CH)



  

In cooperation with the Vienna Business Agency

The jury and the Vienna Business Agency selected a winning project from the 17 

submissions from the city. This will be rewarded with an exclusive coaching that 

will focus on the issue of the creative industries.
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Greta. Das Grätzlwohnzimmer (The neighbourhood living room)

by Antonia Karner, Luca Bierkle & Philippe-Maurice Hällmayer

The idea behind the project is to break down the barriers of the public realm and 

to expand this into interior spaces. How can this work? By repurposing vacant 

ground floor zones and handing over these newly created spaces to local people 

in a participative and open-ended process. GRETA exploits the potential of vacant 

urban fabric and transforms this in line with the needs of users. All-year-round 

spaces are handed back, invigorating neighbourhoods and encouraging both con-

sumption-free uses and human encounters – rethinking the notion of the public 

realm. The Vienna Business Agency is a strong partner for the city’s creative scene 

in such areas as fashion, design, the art market, gaming, music and architecture 

and works together with leading experts and trainers.



  

Participation in Superscape 2022 takes place via a competition in two stages. The 

first phase of the architectural competition is an anonymous, open process. During 

the first application period, the participants, graduates in architecture, landscape 

architecture, urban planning or design, are asked to submit short, concise concept 

sketches containing visionary ideas on the focus theme of Superscape 2022. After 

the expert jury has nominated the shortlist, the participants will be invited to 

elaborate on their concepts by the end of August 2022. During a second jury meet-

ing, the winner of Superscape 2022 will be chosen; the winner will be announced 

in October 2022.

Since the last issue of Superscape, the prize has been offered as a joint project 

of the private developer JP Immobilien and the non-profit developer WBV-GPA 

Wohnbauvereinigung für Privatangestellte. Both are developing not only 

residential areas, but also living spaces. As such, they are keen to support social, 

cultural and environmental concerns as part of their corporate responsibility. Since 

architecture and urban planning always intervene in the social environment, it is 

important to contribute to a sustainable discourse in the field of tension between 

architecture, its actors, residents and designers. Thus, Superscape mainly focuses 

on establishing a long-term workshop of ideas and providing visionary concepts 

that deliver impulses for today’s projects.

The Award Process

Motivation of the Organiser



  

Renate Hammer

Arch. DI Dr Renate Hammer, MAS, studied architecture at Vienna University of 

Technology and philosophy at the University of Vienna before completing her 

postgraduate studies in urban engineering at the University of Tokyo. Between 

1998 and 2013, she worked at the Department for Building and Environment at 

Danube University Krems, most recently as Dean of the Faculty of Education, Arts 

and Architecture. She has been working as a self-employed architect since 1999. In 

2013, she founded a private research institution, the Institute of Building Research 

& Innovation ZT-GmbH, together with Dr Peter Holzer. She currently lectures 

at the University of Arts and Industrial Design in Linz and FH Campus Wien. She is 

a member of the German Lighting Technology Association, the Advisory Council 

for Building Culture and the Oxford Round Table as well as a spokesperson for the 

Plattform Baukulturpolitik. Her work and wider interests focus on the comprehen-

sive implementation of sustainability in the building industry. She has particular 

expertise in the use of daylight, healthy living environments and human photo-

biology. Her many publications and specialist books include “Planen mit Tagesli-

cht, Grundlagen für die Praxis”; Springer Vieweg, 06/2020, which she published 

together with Mathias Wambsganß.

Maria Vassilakou

Maria Vassilakou grew up in Athens and emigrated to Vienna in 1986, where she 

studied linguistics and psychology at the University of Vienna. During her studies 

she was an active member of the Austrian National Union of Students, of which 

she became the General Secretary in 1995. She was a member of Vienna’s Provin-

cial Parliament between 1996 and 2010. From 2010 to 2019, Maria Vassilakou was 

Deputy Mayor of Vienna and Executive City Councillor for Urban Development, 

Traffic & Transport, Climate Protection, Energy and Public Participation. In 2019, 

she obtained a Master of Science degree in urban design and urban management 

at the London School of Economics. Today she works internationally with cities, 

development banks, companies and NGOs as a consultant for sustainable urban 

development, urban transformation strategies and transition management. Since 

2019, Maria Vassilakou has also been active as an expert on behalf of the European 

Commission and is helping to develop the design of the EU Horizon Mission “100 

climate neutral cities by 2030”.
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Christoph Thun-Hohenstein

Christoph Thun-Hohenstein (born 1960) was General Director and Artistic 

Director of the MAK – Austrian Museum of Applied Arts from September 2011 to 

August 2021. While working for the Austrian Foreign Ministry, he held posts in 

Abidjan, Geneva, and Bonn. He was Director of the Austrian Cultural Forum New 

York from 1999 to 2007, after which he served as Managing Director of departure, 

the Creative Agency of the City of Vienna, until August 2011.Christoph Thun-

Hohenstein is furthermore Head of the VIENNA BIENNALE FOR CHANGE, which he 

initiated in 2015. He has published on topics dealing above all with European in-

tegration, contemporary culture and art, and climate care, and has held numerous 

lectures on these topics. He has also curated exhibitions and he regularly serves on 

selection juries.
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Please find detailed information on our webiste www.superscape.at

Press contact:

Susanne Haider, Marie-Sophie Engel

art:phalanx - Agentur für Kultur & Urbanität

Tel: +43 (0)1 524 98 03 - 24

press@superscape.at

Organisers:

JP IMMOBILIEN, www.jpi.at

WBV-GPA, Wohnbauvereinigung für Privatangestellte, www.wbv-gpa.at

in cooperation with the Vienna Business Agency

Concept & project realisation:

art:phalanx - Agentur für Kultur & Urbanität

www.artphalanx.at

Design:

Alexandra Warlits

ap media - Visuelle Kommunikation GmbH
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